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Ace Toronto Discussion Notes: October 14, 2018

“Family”

4 attendees

 Respect guidelines (available here)

 Introductions: Names and some pronouns shared

 We noticed 3 of the 4 people present were autistic and talked a bit about the big overlap between 
ace and autistic communities, and how autistic people are less likely to be straight generally

• On the topic of family, apparently referring to someone as “family” is one way some older people 
in queer communities indicate that someone is queer, which reflects how much chosen family is a
thing in queer communities.

• What is family? Different ways of defining it

• People you live with? (one person accidentally refers to roommates in their head as siblings 
sometimes)

• Nuclear family/family of origin and a handful of very close friends

• “Family of origin” just means the family you grew up in

• People who are in your life whether you want them there or not

• People you have very little in common with but you’re still linked in some way over a 
long period of time

• Does chosen family always replace family of origin?

• That’s the assumption, so family of origin sometimes gets offended at the idea of a 
family member having chosen family too, but they’re not actually mutually exclusive

• Not uncommon for people in family of origin to reject someone's chosen family unless it’s a 
romantic/sexual relationship (in situations where people are still involved with their family of 
origin and also have chosen family)

• Marriage is a legally sanctioned way of family-making

• Are family just people you spend a lot of time with?

• But sometimes family relationships are ones where you *don’t* see much of each 
other and yet you’re still a fixture in each other’s lives

Sidenote, apparently the latest thing in online ace communities is getting passionate about garlic bread, 
lol

• Talking about asexuality with family of origin

• It’s usually considered awkward or boundary-violating to talk about sex with one’s parents 
or children, which can make talking about asexuality feel weird (even if there's no sex 
involved)

• Young aces often get conflicting messages from parents about restricting their sexuality 
but not wanting them to reject sexuality altogether

• “You’re supposed to have sex, just according to my timeline” (and “you're not 
supposed to be doing it yet, but you're supposed to want to do it!”)

https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/
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• When a lot of changes happen at once to your identity and lifestyle, it can be hard to share
that with family because they’ve known you so long and have all these expectations of you

• Also they tend to have a lot of fears about loneliness, etc.

• Because our culture relies so much on the nuclear family, which tends to erode 
more flexible and broader community relationships

• So if you don’t create a nuclear family, the fear is there will be no one to help you 
as you get older

• Though in fact, older people without nuclear families have sometimes had more 
time in their lives to build up other kinds of connections

• Disabled people in general often have to do a lot of emotional labour to “earn” the 
kind of support they need from people around them (and how that's not okay)

• Family members are often the only people expected to do that work without reward
or reciprocation

We talked a bit about cultural differences in terms of how long you continue living with family of origin, 
whether you move out when you become an adult, move out when you get married, or continue living 
with family of origin after marrying

• Talked about some advantages of multigenerational homes, more communication between older 
and younger generations, good for child development and keeping older people included and 
engaged

• The Western “norm” of moving out at age 18 is actually very recent and class-specific, wasn’t 
really common before the 50’s when it became financially viable really for the first time for a lot of 
people (especially young men)


